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by Lori Eickmalui 
The Academic Senate Monday 
failed to resolve the issue 
of
 student 
membership on faculty Retention, 
Tenure and 
Promotion RPT ) 
committees, 
referring
 the matter 
back to two committees for further 
debate. 
A 









has been set for 
Monday
 at 2 p.m. in 
Home 
Economics 100 to 
attempt to 
reach
 a compromise on 






 presented a 
revised  
version of A.S. 154 which states
 that 
the university policy for 
assuring 
student participation in 
the faculty 
evaluation process "be 
more ef-






 at the 
school level

























which  is 
meant  to 
replace  










































































"The gist of 




 peers," McNeil 
said.  
''There
 are people who 
have
 been in 
the 
department for five
 years who 
can't vote 
because
 they're not 
full 
professors 
so they're not 
considered 
peers." 
Vicki Thurman, acting chair-
woman of the Student Affairs 
Committee,  said they 
"reluctantly"  
accepted the substitute 
resolution  as 
a compromise. "We want to 
see  full 
voting student participation, but 
we're realistic, too," she said. 
Thurman believed the substitute 
resolution was a compromise on 
both sides. 
"The line will be drawn at 
student 




















































































committee  " 
Sicular said 
he had reservations 
about one of the 
nominees, who he 
declined to name.
 The nominees 
are 
Robert Martin, 
Gorden  Greb. Ted 
Norton







by Patty Selbach 
The A.S. Special Allocations 
Committee took an unusually long 
three 
hours to hear proposals 
Monday after pausing
 last week to 
clarify guidelines and procedures.
 
The committee was cautious 
with its recommendations, with 
slightly more than $3,000 left to 
allocate for the fall semester. 
The committee's tightened belt 
frustrated at least two of the six 





KSJS manager Lee 
Hammer 
said he was "disappointed and 
shocked" after learning that his $578 
request for
 travel money was first 
cut to $151 and then not recom-
mended by the committee. 
KSJS asked for roughly one-fifth 
of what La Cosa Nueva, a 
Chicano  
organization and KSJS radio 
program, received from A.S. 
several weeks ago. 
Part of that money was for 
production equipment for  La Cosa 
Nueva's Friday night show. 
Hammer 
requested  A.S. money 
to attend a college 
broadcaster's  
conference in Los Angeles where he 
could obtain 
information on how to 
win grants for the station. 
"Every college west of the 
Mississippi was invited," Hammer 
said. 
Although KSJS is funded 
through Instructionally Related 
Activities 
IRA,
 "There's no place 
where you can ask for more IRA 
funding," he said. 
"We serve the students and A.S. 
money is student money," he added. 
Hammer said 
that  since the 
conference could help the 
station get 
more money and
 run more ef-
ficiently, the A.S. money 
would be 
well spent. 
Despite this, the 
committee 
upheld its usual policy of not 
giving 
money to IRA -funded programs. 
Another group in its second 
appearance before 
the committee 
snagged Lik. meeting's progress due 
to 
questions
 over the religious 
content of 








SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton
 is in Houston today 
attending a three-day 
annual meeting of the American 
Council on Education. 
The theme of 









Fullerton to serve as a 
panelist  on one of 
24 
forums
 on the  topic of 




prepared  an abstract, 
entitled
 "Influence 
and Power in the 
Public
 University," in which she 
outlines 
topics for panel discussion. 
In
 the abstract, Fullerton 
asks panel participants 
to 
consider  what actions 







 and student 
groups  seem to 
influence 
range  from the 
allocation of 




may  include public 
policy issues such as access for 
disadvantaged
 
students  or 
the ethics
 of research," Fullerton stated. 
Although
 Fullerton 
did  not 
mention
 collective 
bargaining  in the 





 and faculty affects 
university  
influence 
over the Board 












 -There are shared values in 
the academic 
community  that can be the 
basis  for com-
bined effort to influence









Tuesday  she did not know why she was 
selected as 
a panelist on the 
topic of faculty -
administration
 competition, but 
she  said several persons 
on the ACE
 had heard her speak 
on other occasions. 
Fullerton will share 
the  panel with academicians 
from 
the  University of 
Illinois, University 
of Maine, 
University  of Texas at 
Austin  and Tulane 
University.  
As a panelist,
 Fullerton will be the 
guest of the ACE, 
with 
complimentary  accomodations
 at the Hyatt Regency
 
Houston,
 meals and 
complimentary




 flew to Houston
 yesterday afternoon 
because there
 was no flight 
available  Wednesday 
mor-
ning, according 
to a spokesperson in 
her office. 
Fullertor) 
wok advantage of 




The Hillel Foundation returned 




 budget received no 
support from the 
committee
 two 
weeks  ago. 
"I reneged my proposal com-
pletely because the recom-
mendation was not to fund us." said 
Pamela Singer, Hillel director. 
Singer's 
original proposal in-
cluded line items such as Hanukkah 
party and weekend retreats that the 
committee 
felt
 were religious in 
nature.  
Although Hillel is a Jewish 
organization, Singer said the club is 
open to all students. 
The club
 has 90 members and 
plans to increase to 350 this year, 
according to Singer. 
Singer's proposal was finally 








 entire planned lecture series 
was cut, saving $1,000 by eliminating 
five speakers, including 1978 Nobel 
Prize winner Isaac Beshevis Singer. 
Pamela argued heavily against 
cutting the lectures,  but later said 
she  understood the committee's 
hesitation of 
supporting  a program 
with no guaranteed profit. 
The remaining programs on 
Hillel's budget include a film series, 
a theater group att.] an advertising 
and public relations budget. 
In other actions, the committee 
supported requests from a 
recreation/leisure studies class for 
an art exhibit, Winter Carnival 
representatives for deposit and 
advertising money and organizers of 
a student directory for publishing 
money.
 
A request by the Biology 
Students Association for 
funding 
was not supported by 
the  committee. 
Elected to the 
Student  Affairs 




Kiran  Majithia 
and  Marie 
Carr. 
faculty -at -large. 
Other committee 
appointments  











 Studies; and 
Gorden 




elected  with the 
modification that if he is determined 
ineligible for the 
position  because he 
is a 
member
 of the Journalism 
Department,  he will be replaced. 
The Senate assumed Greb to be 
eligible because 
he
 is not associated 
with the 
Spartan
 Daily nor radio 
station KSJS. 
by Mark 
Robert  Henry 
Sunnyvale  police 












 Space Co. after 
a demonstration 
protesting 


















relations  office 
at
 Lockheed, 









someplace  where we 
didn't want 
them 









dangers  of the 
Trident 
missile  , said Larry 
Ferlazzo, 
one  of the 
protesters  
arrested, in a 
telephone  interview 
from the Santa






 at the 
Lockheed  site at about 
6:30  a.m., 
and
 the arrests began 




majority  of those
 arrested 
refused
 to sign trespass
 citations so 
they
 could be released 






to maintain the 
"unity of the 
ac-































groups  taking 




















 a perfect 
right  to 
protest,  i but













honors -at -entrance 
by 
Scott Mace 
Nearly a year after it was first 
proposed, honors -at -entrance for 
incoming SJSU freshman is still only 
an idea. 
The Academic Senate 
sent  the 
idea back to 
committee  Monday. 
Honors -at -entrance, if adopted, 
would grant special recognition to 
freshmen who excelled 
academically
 in high school. 
A.S. President Nancy Mc-
Fadden said granting special honors 
to incoming students could be used 
as a recruitment 
tool to help slow 
SJSU's enrollment decline. 
"A more personal 
approach  
could make them feel a little better 
about 
SJSU," she said. 
While the A.S. Council last week 
endorsed the idea of honors -at -
entrance, it was as cautious as the
 
Academic Senate about the idea. 
Council member Michael 
Medina said it "smacks of elitism. 
Why are we giving them honors for 
what they did in high school?"
 
Responding to Medina's 
criticism, council member 
Stu 
McFaul said 
the program could 
-show we're 
concerned  with in-
tellectual
 things, too. EOP could 
be 









































suggested the program include 
junior college transfers as well as 
high school seniors. 
'What
 if the student came from 
a lousy high school?" asked council 
member Mary Cox, who advocated 
using SAT scores as well as CPAs. 
McFadden said Santa Clara 
University, the University of the 
Pacific and 
other CSUC campuses 
have honors -at -entrance. 
The Academic Senate proposal 
would grant incoming freshmen
 
honors -at -entrance if 
their  GPA was 
at least 3.5 in all course
 work con-
sidered for admission to SJSU. 
The student would be required to 
have a combined SAT 
verbal  and 
mathematics score of at 
least  950, or 
an ACT composite 
score  of 22 or 
higher. 
Transfer 






units  with a 











 on the 
student's
 






















 the first 
semester  at 
SJSU.  
McFadden 








 have no 
effect on college 
grades  or honors. 




are  turned off by 
the 
deper-

































 is one 
of those 
bewildering
 days of the 





which  seems 
more  
comparable

















 I was a child.
 Oct. 31 was 
an exciting day 
of
 the year for me.
 I 
knew the evening
 would be filled 
ith fun 
and candy 
Early in the 
evening my mother 
would take my costume out of the 
closet and lay
 it on my bed. Each 
year I was 
either  a princess or a 
ghost  
Then I'd sit at the dinner table 
anxiously
 eating my food, but not
 
tasting 
a bite of it. 
Instead. I was preoccupied with 
what was going on outside my house. 
Through the window I could see the 
sky growing darker by the minute. 
Also, several children 
dressed  in 
scary costumes were skipping along 
my street This entire scene only 
made me more excited and anxious 
to join the trick -or -treat crowd. 
After dinner it was time to get 
read) for Halloween and 
all  the fun 
it held
 for me 
I remember how 
walking  from 
door to door and 
street to street was 
great at first. But, soon
 I grew 
wear) of stepping
 on my costume 
and 
saying,
 . 'Trick or treat." 
Eventually,  all I 
wanted  to do 






 and eat as 









mom  would 
sort my. 
candy  She'd 
separate the 
open candy
























 look on 
my face 
and  say, 
'This is for your 
own 
good. I don't 
want 
you to get
 sick " 
I didn't 
understand  













 can be a 










 a time 







































 a pagan ritual which was 
celebrated the same day. was 
gradually incorporated into the 
Christian ritual. Hallows Eve 
became 
a secular observance. 
Elves,
 fairies and witches were 
thought 
to fly on this evening. 
Halloween became a 
time
 for 
games and rituals. One popular 
game played on that night was 
by the Scots and Irish. 
Late in the 19th 
century, the 
Irish believed that 
fairies played 
pranks  on 
Halloween.

































fortune telling People 
would  foretell 
the future by throwing apple parings 
over their shoulder into a fire. 
Also, young 
people tried to 
predict 
their  marriage 





traditions were brought to America 
play pranks, but they
 are less 
destructive. A prank or 
practical
 
joke was the result of an 
inhospitable
 householder. 
Although I know the history of 
Halloween, I still don't know why it  
is celebrated. When I was a child, 
the entire event was thrilling. Now 



















































 why they are 
celebrating.  
I'm annoyed 
when I pass 
by the 
card  section in 
a store only 
to
 find 
one  shelf 
full
 of orange 
and black 
cards. I 












 to say." 
So 
instead




to knock on 
the 
door.  But, the
 number 
of































A letter in Monday's Spartan 
Daily by Ted Kost encourages the 
Sociology 
Department
 to use student 
volunteers to study the subcultures 
of retarded and  mentally -ill persons. 
He suggests 
that  federal grants 
would be available for 
this
 much 
needed service. Mr Kost is 
to be 
congratulated
 for his 
excellent  idea. 
Those 
of
 us who have been 
around a little 
longer  can remember 
a project sponsored by New College 
which 
did  many of the things Ted 
suggests. It was called Community
 
of
 Communities. Conceived 
by John 






Communities placed as 
many
 as 200 
students
 a semester in surrounding
 
board
 and care 
homes.
 These 
students  helped the patients
 cope in 
what
 we call the real 
world  but most 
of 
all  it helped them 
overcome  their 
own fears 
and  prejudices 
regarding  
the mentally ill This program,
 
which received 
grants  from the 
county 
and  other agencies, went on 
to 
become named the outstanding
 
mental health program of the year. 
An 
award winning film was 



















structure  I 
or




























































 alterations could be 
made  in 
the administration 
of
 New College I 
would tell you to 







'ultimate  party 
by Tracy 1.. Corral 
Stall 
Writer 
When 1 was in high
 school, there wasn't much in the way of 
good  




too old to go 
trick -or -treating 
and
 we were still too 
young  to 
frequent
 the parties that always 
went 
on 
around De Anza College because
 they could always tell we were 
in 
high school.
 Thus, we usually ended






 sticks out in my mind as 
being different.
 
When I was a 
sophomore, the class president.
 Terry. decided he 
was going to have a 
Halloween  party
 as his 





friends,  of 
which I was one,
 to the "ultimate
 of parties,'' 
as he called it. 
His  
parents,
 who must have had 
Kamikazi-like  
ten-
dencies to let 
him  have 
a party, were going to be 
away
 at Tahoe for the 
weekend.  They even bought a keg on the condition that they would be 
reimbursed. 
Other  people volunteered to bring munchies and everyone got 
their costumes ready during the week prior to the "ultimate 
party." 
Finally the evening arrived. I got there on time with my taco bean 
dip and 
homemade  tortilla chips. People started to slowly trickle in. 
The usual vampires,  flappers and cheerleaders showed up, along 
with the witches, ghosts 
and  ballerinas. 
A couple of guys came as two of 
the members of the rock group 
KISS, and one 
guy,
 whose father owned 14 
costume 
supply store, was 
wearing a 
gorilla  outfit. 
Four guys walked in wearing old black suits, skinny ties and 
rubber masks. One of them was H.R. Haldeman, 
another  was John 




I went as a clown, which was a good idea. because as things turned 
out. no one could recognize me with grease paint all over my face. 
Since the night was warm, all the windows and doors were open. 
We all gathered in the rec room which had a sliding glass door leading 
out to the backyard. 
The party started to swing as more and more people showed up. 
As people got drunker, the laughter got louder and Terry's $2,000 
stereo system got a workout, much to the annoyance of the neighbors. 
They called twice to complain and the second time they said they were 
going to call the police. 
By this time, some of the upperclassmen had crashed the party 
Terry tried to get them to leave, but he really couldn't argue with a 
220-pound tackle, so they all stayed. 
One of the upperclassmen reached into his letter jacket  he was 
too cool to come in a costume  and 
pulled  out a packet of firecrackers. 
He lit a match and held it to the corner of the package, and threw it 
through the open glass door into the garden. 
The firecrackers went off with several deafening pops and 
crackles and blew off the blooms of Terry's father's prize rose bushes. 
A second later,  we could hear police sirens in the distance. 
Then chaos reigned. People pushed and shoved in the ensuing 
struggle to get out of the house before the cops arrived. I bolted for the 
door with  Terry. The poor guy. he was wondering how he was going to 
break the news to his father that his rose bushes had been blown up. 
We jumped into the bed of John Ehrlichman's truck along with 
Agnew. a witch,  a flapper and one of the upperclassmen. 
T truck roared past us and in the back was Nixon. Haldeman, the 
gorilla, the guy with the firecrackers and the ballerina. 
Ehrlichrnan floored it and we took off after the other truck. 
We got out onto one of the busier streets, past the high school and 
around to the De Anza area, still following the first truck. 
The lead truck slowed down so Nixon could stand up and give his 




 in the lead truck pulled out another package of 
firecrackers, lit them and threw them out. The firecracker exploded 
underneath a car that had pulled in between the two trucks. 
Then that car turned
 on its siren, because it was an ummarked 
police car. The truck ahead stopped and we passed them, drove for 
another block and stopped 
From where we were, 
we could see the cop order  eveyone out of 
the  truck. 
Well, as I said, the 
evening
 was a different one. The jock got cited 
for possession of illegal fireworks. 
And to the trick -or -treaters who were standing around,  another 
wrong had been corrected: Richard Nixon finally got busted by th, 
police' 




New College Faculty, retired 
Conviction









fundamental rights as 
citizens of the 
United States. 
My
 political views 






 one thing we 
do have in 
common, 
to have the 
right  to speak 
our 
political  beliefs 
freely  and to 
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created  a 




 was to 
protect the 
right of 




The First Amendment of the 
Constitution states 
the right of 
people of free 
speech and to 
peaceably





and  the 
courts have 











freely. The SJSU 
5 did not cause any 
violence nor 
was  there any evidence 
showing 
their  intent to cause 
violence. 
They were 
peaceful  and 
were 
speaking 
there  views 
freely.  
Has 
the university the right
 to  
deprive 





 does not agree





 gathering in a 
,miblic place,
 expressing our 
political views for 
fear of being 
arrested? Should we 
stand by and 
have
 




the university be able to 
justify its 
disagreement of political 
views by imposing
 an "illegal 
rally"  
law? 
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expert  Ron 
Swenson
 






Club Monday afternoon outside the Industrial Technology 
Building.
 
Expert backs solar 
power
 
by Dave Burckhard 
On 
the golden anniversary of the 
stock market 
crash  Monday, an 
energy expert
 discussed the 
economics of a solar 
future  and how 
Americans can 
avoid  a possible 
energy crash. 
Ron Swenson. mechanical 
engineer and president of 
EcoSystems, Inc., told members of 
the Industrial Technology Club. 
Our




His presentation not only in-
cluded a slide show, but featured an 
outdoor solar power demonstration. 
After arriving at the Industrial 
Studies
 Building on San Fernando 
and Ninth 
streets
 in his electrically 
powered car, he asked the group to 
assemble outside. 
In the light of a late afternoon 
sun, he aimed a two-foot parabolic 
polished aluminum mirror skyward. 
He wore a welder's eye shield to 
observe the sun's focused rays heat 
a carbon black rod in the mirror's 
center. 
Even as he made the small 
adjustments in 
focusing
 to catch the 
sunbeams, a couple of three 
inch
 
metal flywheels attached to the 
mirror's shadow side began spin-
ning. 
The syncopated puttering of the  
solar -powered engine accompanied 
his explanation on 
its  operation. 
Students tolk turns peering 
through the eye shield at the shining 
apparatus.
 
Before returning indoors, 
Swenson pointed out some features 
of his unconventional vehicle to the 
group and to curious passersby. 
mirror engine and the car, have 
different functions, they can be 
powered without a drop of oil. 
The car, which is capable of 
cruising 40 miles per hour, costs 
$5,000 and needs from one to 10 hours 
to recharge.
 
The mirror engine weighing 
about five pounds 
costs  $71 and puts 
out five watts of power at 1,000 rpm. 
Swenson said 
that
 a mirror 
device of larger proportions could 
charge his vehicle directly without 
the use of commercial electricity. 
When mostpeople think of solar 
power, he said, they think of solar 
panels on tops of roofs. 
But solar power appears in 
many forms,
 he said. Hydro and 
wind power are forms of solar 
energy which need a closer look, he 
said. 
He said that Americans cannot 
continue to depend on oil as a fuel. 
The American society is 
vulnerable." Swenson said. "All we 
need is someone to wave a gun in 
Iran and we've got gas lines." 
He said that before a major 
energy crisis occurs, citizens should 
strive to develop alternate means of 
energy production. "Now that 
you've got the time, you can gather 
the resources you
 need to get you 
through
 the crunch." 
He said that nuclear powers 
waste problem prohibits it from 
becoming
 a viable alternative. 
According to Swenson, the 
problem with increased coal use is 
the long-range effects of its 
byproducts. 





As part of a massive 
program to train its people 
in 





sending  28 students to 
SJSU to study 
instructional  
technology. 
The students, who 
range in educational ex-
perience from non -high 
school 
graduates,  to 
holders  of masters 
degrees, will first enroll in 
the English as a Second 
Language i ESL), program 
of the Continuing 







 study the 
English language, and pass 
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11.1 lis Nom+. 
I10.11, 
they can apply for ad-
mission as regular 
students," Hailer said. A 
good
 number of the Saudis 
will
 not try for degrees at 
SJSU, he 
said, because 
they have jobs 
waiting for 
them 
back in Saudi Arabia. 
The purpose of the 
program 
is to train ad-
ministrative and 
technical  
personnel for a 
program  
the Saudi government is 





Right now, the Saudis
 
depend on foreign workers
 
for 90 percent of their 





























































sunshine  and increase the 
"greenhouse effect"
 of the at-
mosphere. The result
 could  be ad-




Swenson puts his 
greatest 






 panel collectors 
do not use the sun's 
rays  as ef-
fectively 










devices can operate with 
up to 90 
percent
 efficiency. This compares
 to 
15 to 20 
percent
 efficiency for gas 
and diesel engines
 and 50 percent for
 
other solar devices. 
A concentrating 
device
 is in use 
in 
France  on a large scale, he 
said. 
The French 
have  assembled a 
vast array of mirrors 
which  direct 
sunshine onto a 
parabolic
 mirror 
which focuses the beams to 
a point 
inside a building 
Scientists use the 
6,000 degree 
temperature for metal research. 
Not all energy 
producing 
devices, he said, 




using the difference in 
water  tem-
perature at different 
depths
 of the 
ocean, would have 
an
 efficiency of 
about one percent but the 
abundance  
of the source would make 
such a 
device 




Windmill generators located in 
areas with consistent prevailing
 
winds could
 operate in areas where 
other resources are
 few such as in 
the Santa Clara Valley,





training centers to 
provide  
vocational education
 to the 
Saudi people. 
In order 
to provide a 
supply of native
 experts in 
such 
areas as film 















monthly payments of $700 
to $1,400 front
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all services
 







 race  
by Don 
Sen. Edward
 M. Kennedy has 
entered the 
presidential  horserace 
with 
Monday's  authorization of a 
national "Kennedy for President" 
committee. 
Leaving the 
starting  blocks with 
him is a group called the Santa Clara 
('ounty Citizens for Kennedy which 
announced its formation yesterday. 
The group formed a month ago 
as a draft Kennedy coalition and is 
now gearing its efforts toward the 
presidential election in November of 
1980. 
Strongest
 support in the county 
has 
been coming from the SJSU 
campus community, according to 
Joe Trippi, chairman of the Campus 
Community Citizens for Kennedy. 
The group has already
 raised $1,000. 




"The nation needs a strong 
leader," Trippi  said at yesterday's 
Santa Clara County Hall press 
conference. 
"Carter




perceive  him 
as a strong 
leader." 
The former
 A.S. presidential 
candidate 
said
 Kennedy identifies 
with 
students'
 views on health. 
higher 




Kennedy  supporters will 
try 
to solicit 
support  next week 
on 
campus. 
Trippi said he intends to not only 
gain student 
support  - he has 40 
SJSU student 
workers  - but also 
from the surrounding 
campus
 area. 
"The campus area will probably
 
be split between Kennedy and 
Brown." he said. "Students see 
Brown as the 'new wave' politician 
and this isn't true. 
"Brown didn't represent our 
needs when he switched on 
Proposition
 13 and he's done nothing 
for 
higher  education." 
Santa Clara County Supervisor 
Dan 
McCorquodale,  chairman of 
Citizens for Kennedy, said the 
committee has gathered over 100 
names of Kennedy supporters from 





understand issues, he said. "This is 






county Demot.r. ..ipported (lov.
 
Brown in the '76 presidential elec-
tion on a "favorite son" platform, 
but are looking to the Massachusetts 
senator as the stronger  candidate in 
the next election. 
-Kennedy can 
work with and 
accommodate the Congress," he 
said. "Brown's time will be at some 
point  in the future 
One of the group's principal 
goals will be to conduct large-scale 
voter registration in conjunction 
with other Democratic 
groups 
registering voters. according to 
McCorquodale.  
Though this week has marked 
the formation of several Kennedy 
campaign committees, the senator 
will not officially announce his 












































weeks,  David said. 
In a 




that he is 






 of food 
ser-
vice 








"My resignation was 
an agreement















David  is 
doubling as Dining Com-






since I know it's going to be 
only so many more 
weeks," she said. "I'm just 
relieved that we can move 
forward now." 
Spartan Shops will hire 
someone with experience 











































facilities, she said. 
The new manager 
"should not only have 
knowledge and skills, but 
be a person who can 
establish a rapport with 
students," she said. "To 
me this is very 
necessary  











said. "There is too 





services is privately run 
by 







David  said. 
"We call 
each  other 
frequently  to 
compare 
problems or needs," 
she 
said. 
If someone in the 
association calls Spartan 
Shops  for references on a 
prospective employee, "I 








 not just by 
sitting in 
the office, 
but  by 
actually getting out 
where  
the students are, 
David 
said. 





said, but "we 
can try. We 
can answer their
 questions 























The most delicious, most sumptuous dinners our new menu could offer . . . 
Luscious entrees come complete with
 homemade soup,salad,bread, and 
your
 choice of baked potato, rice, or french fries
 ... Our modest prices 
complete  this tasty picture
 . . . So add a little 
spice to your dining. 
$5.65 
1.1111e  It right 
Get  a whale lila 
meal at 
sniall 
fry prii es 
Delicious 
dinners
 of fresh 
Ash. marinated
 hicken or 
juicy prime 
rib 
complete  with 
all the 
extras  . 







 hes our special . 
1051
 Blossom
 14111 Rd 







































































































































"About  a year 
ago," Torn 
Scott said in 
the 
middle 
of his first of 
two sets at 
the  Stanford 
Community
 Coffeehouse,
 "I was 
asked to go 
into  the studio













H a n c o c k ) (  were 
there,
 too. Being a 
white




great  shock to 
me. God knows
 the 
pressure was on." 
It started 31 
years ago in 
Los Angeles,  
where he was 
born  to a mother
 who ac-
companied
 Nelson Eddy 
on piano and a 
father 
whose specialty 




"Battlestar Galectica" the most 
recent.
 
Later, Scott found himself 
enhancing 
other's albums
 while composing 
relatively 
few of his own. 
Joni Mitchell's 
"Court  and Spark" LP. 
Carole King's
 single "Jazzman." 
and  Paul 
McCartney's 
"Listen To What The Man 
Said," all feature 





































 lyricon to alto, 
tenor,  or 
soprano
 sax, Scott 
appeared like 
a child at 
Christmas
 with his new 
toys,  who wants 
to 
discover just what




And every time he took
 himself and an 
instrument
 beyond what seemed
 to be 
possible, a fully contented 









majority  of the material 
was drawn 
from Scott's 
soon  to be released "Street 
Beat"  album. The title 
tune
 highlighted Scott 
on 
alto sax and strong interplay
 between he 
and Rios's
 quick -fingered





































Mlphin  " Monday; 
 Stolen Kisses


















and  10 p
 
in 








 III perform 
a concert 
of big hand jazz. Thursday 
at 8:15 p.:11 in  the Concert 
Hall in the Music 
Building.
 





Parker and Sammy 










 concert will 
also premier the 
music of 
student composers Stephen 
Foglia and 
Mike Smith. 
Admission is free 
to 
students and
 the public 
Music Bowl II -California -
'24 of the best high 
school 
Inarching bands will 
compete for a 1980 Orange 
Bowl Invitation at SJSU's 
Spartan Stadium. 
Preliminaries
 begin at 9 
3.m,  and 
finals at 8 p.m. 
Proceeds will be divided 
qually between 
the  
'rippled Children's Society 




First concert of the season 
m Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in 
'he Concert Hall of the 
Music
 Building. The 
ymphony is 
under  the 
lirection of newly an -
:Halted Joyce
 Johnson' 
Hamilton  Admission is 
'ree to students and the 
uublic.  
Dionne Warwick - Circle 
Star 
Theatre Friday. 
Saturday and Sunday. For 
more information
 call 4151 
164-2550.
 
Ritchie Blackmore - 
Former
 lead guitarist for 
' aep Purple,
 will perform 
ith 
his band, Rainbow, 
' oesday 
at
 7:30 p.m. at the 
anta 





 and $8.50  
1he
 
night of the 
show.  
rhe Garret - Tonight; TBA. 
romorrow; Joe Ferrara. 
Friday; The Toons. 
Saturday; Julie Farbolin. 





tonight: Greg Kihn Band 
Halloween party plus Ivy 


































Sunday;  Omega. 
33 




Tonight; The Innocents. 
Tomorrow; Poker Face. 
Friday 
and  Saturday; 






Wooden  Nickel - 
Tonight and Tomorrow; 
Glide. Friday and Satur-
day; Avalon. Sunday; 





Wire  Radio 
Choir - 





















 374 S. First street 
293-6818. 










Exhibit - New Age 
Awareness Fair. 2nd an-
nual event focuses on 
consciousness raising
 and 
holistic health through 
lectures, films 
and exhibit 
booths. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday;
 10-8 
p.m.  Sunday, San Jose 
Convention Center, 247-
7415.  
Arts and Crafts Show - 
Basketry, pottery. jewelry,  
weavings, wood carvings, 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m., 
Saturday.
 
Foothill College Gym, 12334 
El Monte Road, Los Altos. 
Japanese Chrysanthemum 
Festival - Arts, crafts, 
food, el 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Saturday, Foothill College 








Coliseum  Arena, 
Saturday at 8 p.m 
theater 
California Actors Theatre 
- 
"A 
Midsummer  Night's 
Dream," Nov. 1-3, 8 p.m., 
Nov 4, 2 







 Theatre - 
-The 
Angel of Alviso 
Slough,"







Ends Nov. 30. 
King Dodo Playhouse - 
"Who Needs a Waltz'!" 
Nov. 2, 8 p.m.: Nov.
 3,8:30 
p.m., 12378 Saratoga -
Sunnyvale
 Road, Saratoga. 
Saratoga Drama Group 
- 
-The Music Man." Today 
and Thursday,
 8:30 p.m. 
Saratoga Civic Theatre, 
Saratoga. 
Sunnyvale Community 
















Nov. 4-5, 8 p.m. 97 Hillview 
Road, Los Altos. "The Odd 
Couple," Nov. 3, 8 p.m. 
"House  of Blue Leaves." 
Nov. 1-2.8 p.m. 
Menlo Players Guild - 
"The Vagabond 
King," 
Friday and Saturday, 8:30
 
p.m. Ends Nov. 10. Burgess 













Manhattan Playhouse - 
 Zoyka's 
Apartment." 
Friday and Saturday. 8:30 
p.m. Ends Nov. 24. 
Manhattan and W. 
Bayshore  streets, Palo 
Alto. 
Curran
 Theater - 
Misbehavin',"
 Nov. 1, 8 
p.m., Nov.
 2-3, 8:30 p.m. 




p.m. Ends Nov. 
24. San Francisco. 
San Francisco I.ight 
Opera  
-- "On the Twentieth 
Century," Nov. 1-3, 8:30 
p.m., Nov. 4, 7 
p.m.  
Matinees Wednesday.  and 









 of Art - 
110 S. 
Market  St., San Just. 
The 
acrylic  
abstracts  of 
Elmer Bischoff
 are being 




 Barry Bates 
will be shown
 until Nove 
1:3. 
San Jose State
 University - 
9th and San 
Carlos streets 
'tato Scanga will

































S. 2nd St.. 









Nov.  6 to 
Dec.




exhibition  of ceramics
 by 
Bill 













Clara  St., 
will 





























































Information eS, sign-ups 
at
 


















































































CUT  ()RV 















 such a 
popular and 
meaningful experience.
 that A.S. is 
going 





p.m on the upper 
pad 
of











 3n hand to 
give 
testimony
















 part and 
you'll have an 
opportunity to 
ask experts  
yourself,  right along with 
your student 
council. It's give and take 






first forum was 
tremendous. and we thank you for your 
participation
 The 








responds  to you. 
Keeping
 you informed on the issues
 
of the 
day is one 





























by Ron Lazzarotti 
Following in the 
footsteps of a true thriller, 
"When a Stranger Calls" 
combines all the 
essentials  




awaiting every moment. 
This Columbia release 
is the story of a babysitter 
terrorized by the incessant 
threatening phone calls 
from a killer who is later 
discovered 
to be in the 
same house. 
Director -writer Fred 
Walton
 and producer -
writer Steve Feke 
make 




They do a good
 job in 
setting up the action, and
 
leaving 
the  rest up to the 
audience's imaginations. 
Carol Kane ( Annie 
Hall, The World's Greatest 
Lover does a fine job as 
the teenage babysitter who 
lives through a few heart -
stopping hours, pierced by 
phone





she gets the 
phone  calls, Kane does all 
the  right things.
 She at-
tempts  to call the 
parents, 
but cannot get 
them. 
She calls the 
police,  but 
does not get too
 much help 
from them. She 
then locks 
the doors and 
turns down 
the lights, 
but feels the 
caller is watching
 her from 
outside the house. 
Saving 
her  at the last 





the last call, and
 the 
realization that they are 
coming from inside the 
house.  Only a quick war-
ning by the police saves 
her. 
Seven  years later, the 
ghtmare
 resumes when 
the 
killer  escapes from a 
state 
mental  hospital, 
and 




























Sound  and 
sight 
It is 
not enough these days 
for a recording artist 
just to write songs, put 
them  on records and then sing 
them live 
on tour. 
The recording artist 
must now offer a total 
package, providing 




 during the latter part 
of
 this decade 
and could become
 the norm for popular




 Stones, Earth, 
Wind  and Fire, 
Toto, and the 
Bee  Gees, to name just 
a few, not only 
have packaged 
concerts with their album
 releases, but 
also video tapes
 of lip-synced or live 
versions  of songs. 
These 
are made available
 to local television 
stations 
and advertisers for a record
-buying public to 
be 
inticed  to buy through 
video.  
The  next obvious step will 




 to the general 
public. 
Tins
 is not too far-fetched 




 of video-cassette 
systems in the home 
and the 
advanced  technology in 
video  discs. 
The 
Babys  are a good 
example




group through the use of 
video.
 Currently on 
tour,
 with a scheduled stop
 at the San Jose Civic
 
Auditorium with Nick 
Gilder Nov. 16, The 
Babys  made 
their first 
appearance  on U.S. television




 an album. 
The Babys put their 
name  on the lips of all 
the  
record  companies and 
Bandstand  producers 
through  a 
four -song color 
video  tape that captured 
the band's 
music as well as 
stage  performance. 
While most 
groups put out a 
sample of their 
material on a 
reel-to-reel or cassette
 tape, The Babys 
came into 
the music world armed 
with  heavy artillery. 
Now 
video  tape is common 
fodder for unknown 
musical
 talent to become known to 
the record industry. 
South 
Bay favorite Joe Sharino
 said in a recent 
interview with 
the Spartan Daily, any
 trip he would 
plan to Los 
Angeles  would include 
a video tape of his 
unique 
sing -a -long show for the record 
producers.  
Though 
this statement has 
been
 made before, the 
credit 
for  this current video 
boon should go to the 
Beatles.  They were the first rock
 stars to make money 
at the movie box office 
with their films, "A Hard 
Day's  
Night- and "Help."
 They made the first
 series, but 
critically 
unacclaimed  televison cross
-over with "The 
Magical Mystery Tour" and 
brought the cameras in 
the 
studio  with 
"Let
 It Be." 
   
The San Jose-based 
tour theater ensemble 
"Pbantasy
 Company" is 
holding






 resumes may be 
sent
 to the company at 
P.O. Box 
28247,  San Jose, 95159. 
Phantasy Company began
 as a small acting lab in 
the
 SJSU Speech and Drama













 and last February
 a 
half-hour  children's
 special on 
KQED-TV.  
Phantasy 
Company  has also 
appeared  in com-
mercials
 and is looking 
forward to a 




producer,  Lee 
Kopp,  they 
are 











tertaining  people 
of all ages and
 backgrounds."
 
For  more 
information  on 
Phantasy  





Also . Imo, as "Hair Aft..,'
 8 
Mt Wilfred thanks you for making 
SJSI r leading
 hair style shop 
BLOW & 
GO CUT 
with this ad. Have your hair 












































Sign-ups for men, women, and 
co-ed soccer teams and co-ed 
innertube waterpolo will be 
taken at the Associated Stu-
dents 
leisure
 Services office. 
The 
office  is located on 7th St., 
nest to the 
Spartan Pub. You 
may sign-up individially or os o 
team 






Guadalupe Room for Soccer, 
Nov. 1 at 1:30 p.m. in the Al-




plays a hard nosed ex -cop, 
determined to find the 
killer. 
Tony Beckley, a 
versatile actor from 
England, made his 
American film debut 




 did a com-
mendable job
 as the crazed 
killer, 
who,
 after his escape 
seems to be 
on the verge of 
recovery, when a series of 
incidents turn him back. 
The most effective 
aspect of the film is that 
while violence is 
suggested  
and 
tense  situations con-
tinually occur, the film is 




It is really a throw-
back to the classic thrillers 
that rely on human 
imagination as its most 
effective special effect. 
Carol Kane stars as a babysitter tormented by the 
phone calls from a psychotic killer in the thriller, 
"When  A Stranger 
Calls " 









by Dave Abston 
Is "Yanks" a slightly dirtier than 
usual wartime comedy about the zany 
exploits 
of
 three happy-go-lucky American 
soldiers screwing their way through the 
English countryside during
 WWII?
 Is it a 
deep statement on human relationships, 
sociological change and war as hell? 
How about a nostalgic
 look back at the 
England of director John Schlesinger's 
youth? 
"Yanks" is all 
of
 these and less. 
Obstensibly a character study of three 
GI's awaiting D-Day in England and the 
women that they love, it subscribes to 
what someone once called "the
 Robert 
Altman theory of filmmaking"  - throw
 it 
review  
all together and hope 
it makes sense. 
Unfortunately,
 it doesn't 
- it just 
drags on and on for
 two hours and 20 
minutes, 
switching
 seemingly at 
random 
from  comedy 
to drama to 
important 
statements. 







 ( "Days of Heaven") 
and British 
actress
 Lisa Eichorn play
 a 
soldier 




 the horrors around them,
 the fact 
that she is engaged 
to a man she, of 
course, 
doesn't  really 
love),
 the objections 
of her parents, 
etcetera, etcetera.
 
Gere, one of 
the finest 
young  actors 
currently 
employed,  spends 
most of his 
time  looking 
dazed and 
confused 



















































 with any 
sort of 
depth, and here 
"Yanks" pulls 
itself  out of 
its  thematic 
mire.  Devane 
and  Redgrave 
shine  as two 
married  people 
ripped  apart 
from their 
spouses by the
 war. They 
become 
good


























All in all, the viewer 
would be best 
advised to wait and
 see  Yanks" when it 




may miss out 
on the salty 
language and a surprisingly
 explicit 
bedroom 
scene, but at least 
they'll
 cut it 
down to an 
easier  to deal with 
two-hour  
with commercials

























pick tip 15% discotipi card 






















 big -band jazz 
will be 
performed




 at 8:15 p.m. in 
the Music 
Building  Concert 
Hall. 
The ensembles, 
directed by instructors of 
Jazz
 




 will play the 
musical compositions of 
Count Basie, Duke 
Ellington, Thad Jones, 
Charlie
 Parker and 
Sammy Nestico  among 
others. 
According
 to Cannon, 
the quality 
of








The ensembles earned 







during  competition 
with 
150 college groups 
from all over the West 
Coast. 
"They  really are quite 
outstanding," Cannon said, 
"I don't say that 
as
 a 
matter of brag; it's just a 
fact."  
"The 






 at the 
concert:
 Ted Kooshin on 
piano, 
Russ Greilich on 
saxophone, Ed Smith and 
Don Veca on drums; and 
Cliff Hunt and Nick 
Newman on 
trumpet.  






















semble plays other 




the new jazz 
concentration 
at
 SJSU is growing 
steadily. 
"It's really















The  Jazz Ensembles 
will perform at Foothill 
College in the middle of 
November  





 will appear in 





Cannon said the  en-
sembles will be recording
 





concert on Thursday is 




























 at 11:15 





 also in 
Music 150, will 
















































Van Tright also 
was  
principal







In recent years, van 





Van  'fright will be 
accompanied by pianist 
Benno Pierweijer,also 
from the Netherlands. 
Pierweijer  has won 
several awards 
and  has 














































































































































































American  and others 
- 
quietly 
slip  off their 
shoes,  and 
kneel




saying  prayers 
in a language 





which  is mainly 
composed  of men, 
face
 
East  as they worship 
Allah,  and listen intently
 to the 
teachings




 are members 
of the Office of 
Islamic
 
Affairs,  a group of 
around  20 regular 




Friday at 1:15 
p.m.  to talk 
about




 religion of 
Islam  has been 
more recently 
associated 
with the rule of 
Ayatollah 
Khomeini











Ghais  Qudar, 
president
 of the 
organization, Islam 
has evolved to a 
religion  that is 
superior  to the color




the imam for the campus group, patted
 out, 
however, that Islam believes
 in the same scriptures as 
Christians,
 using the Christian




 the Islamic Koran. 
While the religion 
is considered one 
large world 
community,
 the sector in the 
United States is known
 as the 
"Nation 
of Islam." 
"That's because we 
were a people without a 
nation,"  
Qudar explained. About 60 
years  ago, a man named 
F'arrad 
Muhammad  helped bring 
Islam  to the Western 
world,  changing the direction of many 
blacks
 in America. 
"He gave 




 Qudar said. 
Qudar 
said
 the idea that white









by Peter G. Bliss 
The Western
 and Eastern cultures 
have definite 
differences and Mane 
Al-Sudairawi is not at a 
loss for 
words when asked about
 his views on the benefits 
and  
drawbacks of both. 
Al-Sudairawi,  the 24 -year -old son 
of
 an antique dealer 
in Kuwait, 
simply  states that. "Life is not 
as
 complicated 
as it is here." 
'1 like the freedom here, you can do ohatever
 you 
like, but some people misuse
 that freedom," he said. 
The freedoms that he is talking about are simple 
things that most Americans 
take for granted. 




like." he said. "Teachers and professors, for example, 
still have to wear a suit and tie You can't be sloppy when 
SOU walk down the street." 
--There is no punishment for doing it: it's just un-
derstood that if you did do it 
you'd
 be laughed at." he said. 
When Al-Sudairawi went to Egy pt last summer he 
wanted to go jogging, something as natural to some 
Americans takings shower in the morning. 
'My mother asked me logo to a club and not jog in the 
street,'' he said. "But since it was Egypt and not Kuwait, 
no one knew me. but I still got stares," he said. 
He arrived in the United States in 1974, and stayed in 
Washington D.C.,  for four months before coming 
out west. 
"When I first came here I had a 
big problem with the 
language. I studied 
English  for eight years in Kuwait." he 
said. "It didn't really help me that much what really 
helped was corning here and speaking it  
SJSU
 has not given him his most valuable educational 
experience Before coming to 
this campus he attended 
Foothill 
Community
 College in I,os Altos Hills. 
His 
favorite
 class was a speech class in 
small  group 
communications
 there. 
"It gave me the opportunity
 to talk and meet people 
more freely than in my 
other  classes," he said. "People 
were very open in that 
class  because of the small group 
format  " 
Despite the time that
 he has spent here, 
Al-Sudairawi  
has not completely divorced




 ideals that have so 
long been a part of his 
life. 
Two aspects of Western 
culture that he does not 
agree  
with are the widespread
 use of alcohol within
 this society 
and the emerging role of women. 
''We  don't have 
nearly
 as much drinking 
in Kuwait. I 
was living just as happy 




 important as the air that
 they breath,'  he said, 
Al-Sudairawi  
said
 that the 
temperance  
was  mainly 
due to the religious 








This is also one of the main reasons for many of the 
conservative beliefs concerning
 women. 
"Her job is 
mainly the children and
 the family. 
Women should take the 
major  responsibility of the 
children not the men. 
They are closer to 
children,  
naturally, not 
men," he said. 
Al-Sudairawi respects 
women  who work and 
go
 to 
school, but -When 
a child is young he 
needs someone by 
him all the 
time. This is the woman's
 job. Women can give 
more 
love,"
 he said. This
 is natural.'' 
He likes the 
way  that Americans 
accept and respect 
any type of 
employment,  
especially  the laborers.
 
"You can 
have a Ph.D. and 
still work as a 
waiter,
 in 
Kuwait  you 
couldn't,  it just 
isn't done." 
In Kuwait the 




still  many people
 who live 










 in Kuwait 




 in Kuwait are






yourselves  but for 
your 
children
 and after 
they  are married
 they will move
 in with 
you," he said. 
This is becoming




government  is 
helping  out, 
however.  
"There
 is very 
little






anyone  who 
gets  married 
a house 
for about 
$50  to $100 a 
month. There































































































in best 2 ot 3 game mtches 
Entry
 Fee -- $3.00 
Winners
 to 













 at the desk 
was developed during the rise of Christianity
 and the fall 
of the Roman
 Empire. 
"Christ did not tell 

















people  as 
subhuman.  
They 
gave  them 
the 
belief  
that  they were 


































He said slaves 
were willing to 
accept
 that 
belief,  since 




 was a 
physical 









 he said. 
Because of such superficial principles, "Christianity 
has worked as a slow time 
bomb  to destroy the society of 
the West," he said. 
World War II was a turning 
point, because at that 
time, America saw 
itself as the policeman of the world, he 
said. 
"That is a spoiled, immature attitude. 
That  was the 
attitude of the Western 
World,"  he said. 
In the next generation, however, the children of 
World 
War II families 
changed  their world view. 
Caucasians were "drunk" for many years on "in-
toxicating racial supremacy doctrines." 
Meanwhile, followers 
of Islam were "drunk on 
black  
vodka," he said. 
Qudar  said he referred to 
the idea of 
black power which 
became  increasingly popular,
 as with 
the Black Panthers. 
"Real racists in 
America, they liked us 
having  that 
concept. They said 
we
 were race haters, 
white  haters. It 
served  to keep us out of therace for equality." 
More recently,  however, the direction of Islam has 
changed to include all races. 
"When you accept the belief that the black
 man is 
God, it gives an excuse to hate 
the Caucasian," Qudar 
said.
 
Elijah Muhammad, the man who led the Nation of 
Islam for about 30 years, taught that the white man 
is
 the 
colored man - colored because he sees people in colors, 
Qudar said. 
However, Muhammad softened his position in the 
years before his death, saying 
that if whites respect 
blacks, then blacks can respect them, he said. 
Under Wallace Deen 
Muhammad,
 the current leader, 
"We gave up our 
black  god concept - 
we accept the 
position that
 god has no skin 
color.
 God's position is 
righteousness
 and truth," he said. 
However. unless Christians 
give  up their idea of a 
white 
god, the country will be 
destroyed,  he predicted. 
"As long as there 
is a sign in society that Caucasians 
still want to be our gods 
and masters, we won't have 
peace," he said, 
Qudar said Islam is much 
stricter  than Christianity as 
it is practiced in the U.S. 
"America has pride in its 
perversion.  People in the 
old days used to 
have some kind of shame," he said.  
"They'll bring go-go girls and prostitutes right onto 
your TV," he 
said,"  




 is its essence, he said. 
"It would be foolish to be loose," he said.
 
Qudar said Christians have a "very ignorant idea of 
freedom." 
He took issue with the way he feels 
Christians  en-
courage their children to be carefree
 in youth. 























 not have to wear chadors, the traditional 
garment in 
Iran, but the 
women 
are told 
to cover their 
arms and wrap 
their  heads. 
"God has told women not to display their 
ornaments. 
It's not fitting that the woman should be in 
competition 
with the sober work of being a 
leader in society," Qudar 
said. 
He said that unlike Chrisitan
 doctrines, Muslim men 
"are allowed to 
beat  their women, lightly," if it is deemed
 
necessary. 
First, they are supposed to reprimand the woman and 
leave 
her  bed, he said. 
Qudar said men are pressured to marry fairly early in 




Some of the group's goals are toward educating 
people and morally uplifting them, he said. 
The group uses films and lectures to teach people 
about the morals and teachings of the faith, he added. 
Qudar said the group is also planning to work with 
Afro-American groups to choose a candidate to endorse 






































































































































for  the bottle Its
 the original 
wire -top bottle 
the  Dutch have 













 time you'll buy
 it for the 
beer.  In Holland,
 where brewing 
beer is 
considered
 an art, many
 people have con-
sidered
 Grolsch a masterpiece Since 1677, 
, the year we started
 brewing it 
4 
Today, Grolsch 
is made with the same 
1
 dedication it was
 then 100% naturally.  
Aged
 for a minimum of three full months  at 
precisely  controlled low temperatures, to 
preserve Grolsch's
 remarkatily fresh taste 
f 
And all it takes is one taste to know what 
the Dutch 




bottle  sets us 
apart
 






















word that is 
hov,.eight
 
year -old Jimi Sinopoli 
described
 hovi it felt 
to create his pumpkin entry at the first 
Coyote Hills Park Halloween contest. 
Jimi was one of seven children and 
four adults from the East Bar who 
celebrated one of the fall season's most 
festive rituals Saturday. 
But JIM] 
WaS11.1  the only carver to 
experience the Jo) s of a first pumpkin 
love. 
They  killing the pumpkins." 
khaki -clad Jimi 
screamed
 at his sight of 
knives piercing the thin pumpkin skin. 
An Italian family new 
to the United 
States also joined 
the frolic. 
"It's better than to take them to the 
movies," said Laura (7ontini of her two 
children and husband 
attempting their 
first slices at pumpkin sculpture.
 
For these pumpkin 
afficianados. the 
pleasure of the day 
came  from the simple 







 she said. Its 
more  
the 
pleasure  of meeting 
someone
 than 
feeling  with 
your  hands. 
And it's the 




 chopped and 
slithered  
their tools through





 and mouths 
using only 
their minds
 as  guides. 
Jinn. his 
parents

















 hosting the 
contest 
said there was  




















 to a 
bio-sonar  
laboratory.  
Photos  by Sharon
 
Hall  






















SJSU wrestler Eddie 
Baza  (left), last season's 1 26 -pound 
PCAA 
champion, is seen here at a recent 
Spartan workout with 
teammate
 Mike Rodrigues 
Wrestling
 champ as 
a 
freshman  




by Ron Lazzarotti 
For a person who 
stands 5-4. SJSU wrestler 
Eddie Baza packs a 
lot of 
power in a small package. 
Baza,
 19. is the 
reigning PCAA champion 
in the 126 -pound
 division 







Not a bad year for a 
freshman. 
"It 
was  really 
exciting  
to win 
the PCAA title and 
go to the NCAA (ham. 
pionships.** 
Baza  said  'I 
didn't think 1 could do it. A 
lot has to do with the 
coaches - they 
worked  a lot 
with  me." 





good deal to do with the 
development of Baza. 
-Coach 
Kida
 had a lot 
of influence on 
me."  Baza 
said. -1 had 
two























Baza said. 'He's the best 
coach I have
 ever been 
under. He brings out the 












Hain didn't stop the intramural 














 of the 
rain," 
I.yons 
said,  "but 
everyone  
wanted  to get
 out there
 
and  play" 
. The first 
round,  played on 
Thursday, saw 
Theta ('hi 
Red and SAE 
move  on to the second






 Way live 




Allstars  won their
 game with the 
Gama X Gazelles,  I8-0. 
ATO-Gold will go on to the third round after 
Monday's  
win  over the Doo-Bies, 30-13. SAE topped the Night 
Crawlers 8-6. 
All the games 
are  played at the South Campus fields 
except for the championship 
game which will be held on 
the ROTC field which runs
 along San Carlos Street bet-
ween 7th and 9th streets. 
The reason for the 
change in fields. Lyons 
said, is that 
many people have 
expressed  interest in 
seeing
 the game. 
He believes





bigger crowd if it is 
played
 on a field closer to 
campus  
All











































"He pushes you to be the 




been  around," 
"He knows
 what it takes to 
be good." 




under  his belt, 
Baza is now aware 
of what 
it takes to be 
a consistent 
winner -hard work. 
During the off season, 
Baza's training program 
included running two to 
four miles
 a day. lifting 
weights 
and working out on 
the 
mat.  
"You have to put 
yourself  to work 
to be 
good," he said. 
As for 
goals  this 
season.  Baza plans
 to "take 
them one 
at a time. 
"First 
I have to work 
on starting,"
 he said, "then 
I'll




 Baza does 
have 
some
 future hopes. 
-I want to be the first
 
wrestler




 NCAA championships 
four years," 
he said. -and I 
feel I 





season. Baza is off 
to a 
good start, and 
it also does 
not 
hurt
 having an ex -All-
American to pattern 
himself
 after. 
"I try to 
measure
 
myself  up to coach Kida." 








 is his 
ultimate








"Right  now 
you don't
 
get any personal rewards," 
he 
said.  "But it is 
really  












 although "I 
did not have 
much style." 
Before that, he became 
interested
 in wrestling 
because
 of older brothers. 
-1 have five older 
brothers who 
wrestled,"  




Baza entered SJSU a 
year ago as a 
computer 
technology major, but 
since then has changed his 
mina. 
-I'd like to major in 
special education," he 
said. 
"I like helping kids." 
Helping kids comes 
naturally to Baza because 
he has a 14 year old brother 
who is 
mentally  retarded. 
"No
 matter how bad I 
feel," Baza 
said.  "I look at 
him and  know he feels 
worse.  
"I'd like to work in 
special education and 
coach 
if I can," Baia 
concluded.  
There is a lot of 
pressure on this young man 
because of his 
achievements
 last season,  
but he takes them in stride 
while preparing for the 




Mark  Marymee 
A one-year 
probationary sanction 
placed on SJSU's soccer 
team last season was lifted 
by the NCAA 
yesterday 
morning, according to 
Ralph McFillen, assistant 
director of events for the 
NCAA. 
The ruling, made by 
three members on behalf of 
the 
NCAA's Executive 
Committee, makes the 
Spartans eligible for 
selection 
to
 the 1979 
championship 
playoffs, 
McFillen said in a 
telephone interview from 
NCAA headquarters in 
Mission.  Kansas, 
The Spartans were 
-disqualified from com-
petition last year on the eve 
of the Far West Regional
 
playoffs when the NCAA 





who played sparingly for 
SJSU last season, attended 
Humphrey College in 
Stockton six years before 
enrolling at SJSU last fall. 
Humphrey, a private 
business
 and technical 
school,
 was officially 
recognized by the 
NCAA, 
thereby mandating that 
every player from the 
college 


















five  years to 
compete  at a 












evidence  to the 
NCAA 
in an attempt 
to 
prove the Naethe 

















The last piece of 
evidence was 
sent  to the 
NCAA 
Sept







which rules on 
such 
matters, is not 
scheduled  to 
meet until January, a 
conference call between 
the association's president. 
executive treasurer and 
executive  director had to 
be made to rule on SJSU's 





 provided to the 
NCAA,

















 that SJSU 
is in 
the clear and
 that we 
have  
proven we 








NCAA  that 
the  
probation



























































 that his 
11-3 
team is eligible to 
play 
in this 
year's  playoffs. 
' I knew
 right 
along  we 
were 
eligible,




it,"  Menendez 
said.
 













were  honest 




















































Fridays  at 
4:00 P.M.
 




































Recreation  Tourney 
(February
 














































































 is very 
rare.** 
Crosby












some  vague 
questions  









that it has 
taken  so long." 
he said. 
-But. 

























department  had 
to wait to 
receive more 
material 

















 you have to 
catch the 
members
 at the 
right lulu  
\I, I. 'den said. 
You a ko 
have to go 
through
 standard 
































SON] of the 
length oi tune it 
took the 














to the program that 
perhaps 
we didn't do 
some 
things 
honest!)  he said. 
It 
hurt  me 





said.  "A couple 
players said 











Ian 'bat ion 
-The 
wheels
 of justice 
grind slowly,  
but at least 



















































































good for a 
whole  year, and entitles you 
'(C'.
 off 
any Command Performance 































precision  haircut with 
shampoo






guys  oi gals. 'ess 
10%
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wasn't  the 








Although Ed Luther's sterling passing perfoi 
was the most apparent factor in SJSU's 53-42 victors   r 




a lot of 
question  marks about their
 offensive linc and 
rekindled
 some old ones about
 their defense. 
"Luther 
was out of this 
world."  coach Jack 
Elway 
said. "I 
don't think there is 
anyone  in the nation better
 
than him." 
Luther rewrote a large part 
of
 the SJSU record hook. 
winning 
PCAA player -of -the
-week  honors for the third
 
time this year 
All this would not have been possible, however, 
without a nearly
 flawless performance 
by the offensive 
line 
Coming into the 
game.  Elway had good 
reason to 
doubt the 
Spartans'  ability to 
protect
 the passer. The 
offensive 
line
 had lost three 
starters  either to injury
 or 
suspension.  
As a result. 
Elway 




 been a linebacker
 before this 
year.  Brad 
Walters.
 a .1C -transfer 
walk on. and 
Gerald  Scott, a 
lefensive lineman 
until  last week. 
Despite all the 
apparent chaos 







 off the 49er 
rush 
and allowing 
I.uther  to throw deep. 
"The offensive
 line played 
a very smart 
ball game." 
Elway
 said. They 
did an excellent




 as the ,tore  




 a wild twit'.
 it proved to 
be a long night






 to do." 
Elway  said. 
"You 
have 






 are a fine 
offensive
 tea n 
The 49er's 546 yards in total 
offense





defense.  SJSU once again 
iltOked  vulnerable to the draw
 play and passing game. 
Long 




situations by running through the
 heart of the 
Spartan defense 
on draw. 
In all, the 49ers converted 10 of 11 
first downs, while 
Settles rushed fora career
-high 129 yards. 
Long 
Beach quarterback Paul 
McGaffigan  put the 
Vers on 
the  board often, with four 
touchdown  passes and 
picked apart the
 SJSU secondary 
hitting  21 of 36. 
McGaffigan's 
mistake though, was going
 to the well 
too often as he was 
intercepted  in two critical 
situations.  
Both 
times Spartan defenders were 
anticiapting  where 
the ball was going
 to be thrown. 
Safety  Ken Thomas was watching
 out for the curl 
extra closely
 because the 49ers had 
completed  it on the 
previous 
series,
 and as a result came 
up with the in-
terception
 and returned it for the 
touchdown. 
Eric  Hurt advised Gary
 Walker to look cor the
 out and 
next play 
Walker  wound up stepping 
in front of a 
MeGaf figan pass,
 stopping a crucial
 drive. 
A 
positive  note defensively for 
the Spartans was the 
return 
of cornerback Steve 
Hines.  Hines, who has 
been
 out 
with  a fractured wrist,
 returned to the 
lineup
 for the first 






 of one of its 
main  offensive 
weapons though, 
when Jewerl Thomas
 went down with a 
pinched  nerve in his foot. 
Thomas was 





 before the 
injury held him out
 of the second
-
half. Thomas is 
expected to move 




game,  with the 
University  of  
































six  of 
their
 12 conference games up to 
that 
















"Part of the 
reason
 we have not done 
as well as we 
would have liked to is 
because everyone we've
 played has 
come
 on the court totally 
pysched  up to beat us," 
SJSU 
head 
















squad  in history to make it 
to the 
nationals,  finishing tournament 
play as the seventh best 





done under the 
experienced 
leadership  of two-time Olympic coach 
Ward  
and Marti Brugler, often 
touted  as the most talented and 
qualified assistant
 coach in the 
nation.  
Along with Ward's 
and Brugler's return this year, 
eight  of last year's team  are back to 
start  for the Spar-
tans. 
 Sonya Satre, 
who was picked as a member of the 
All -Regional first team 
last year, is back. 
 Jan Baszak, who 
along with Satre was chosen to try 
out for the United States national
 team over the summer, 
is back. 
 Lisa Fraser, who was all
-conference
 in volleyball 
during her Cabrillo Junior College days, is back. 
 Last year's
 team captain Rose Maasen, who is team 
captain again this year, is back.
 
 Monica Hayes, who helped the team last year at 
crucial
 moments from the bench, is back to start this
 
year. 
 Janie Hilt, a defensive specialist who helped the 
team make it to the 
nationals  last year, is back. 
 Mary LeBaron, who is an all-out agressive spark 
plug for the Spartans, is back. 
 Leslie Bugalski, who filled in at the end of the 
regular season and helped the team earn its seventh place 
finish in the nationals, is back. 
In addition, freshman Joyce 
Sprout  has provided the 
team with an abundance of talent, along with Buddy 
Hussey and All Metzger. 
"You know, it's not that we're playing badly this 
year," Brugler said. "All the other teams in the con-
ference are simply playing much 
better.
 




Are you looking for 
a job 
where you can learn a skill, get 
paid for it, and have fun in the 
process  
? 
We are looking 
for cook trainees for 
both 




cessful  candidates 
will  he trained by a 
Cordon
 Bleu graduate in all phases of 
food 
production.  We serve a 








 exp. perferred We 
will work around your 































































CAREERS ON THE WEST COAST, 
THROUGHOUT  
THE 
NATION  AND 
WORLDWIDE.  PLAN 
TO TALK WITH 





ORGANIZATIONS  AS: 
 NASA 
AMES RESEARCH CERTE
 MoI Fl TT IT 
11  , 
 ALIT
 OTINIA ST ATE WATER 
RES011141.(1,  CONI 
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REPRESENTATIVE
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AGENCY IDCASIT LOS 
















REWORK  I 











































 NOVA, Vdt 
AKINS  
CENTER 



























 SAN DIEGO 
 HOUSING
 AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT LOS ANGELES CA 
 
NAVAL  WEAPONS 
STATION
 SEAL 
BEACH  r.:A 
 CAL 













 OCEANIC A ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION 1NOAAI 
BOULDER
 CO 
 ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION  PHOENIX AZ 

 II
 PET ANALYSIS CENTET1 
CORONA CA 
 NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS 
CENTER  SAN DIEGO CA 
 US
 COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND FORT HUACHUCA AZ 




CALIFORNIA  ST ATE DEPARTMENT
 oF TRANSPORTATION  
ACRAMFNTO
 CA 
 EDWARDS AIR FOR( VANE CA 
THESE CAREERS
 OFFER: 
 RAPID CAREER GROWTH 






ARE ELWAI OPPOR TONI'
 
 
i Wit ,y INS 
fifth in the nation 







 as the top team 
in the 
country  ant 
was previously undefeated in both pre-season an( . 
regular
-season play. 
"That proves our conference 
is
 tough," Brugler said. 
In addition, 




members have played together before, they now 
have
 nest 
positions due to the holes left by 
last year's departinr 
varsity members and have to totaly re -adjust. 
-It 
takes  time for the fluidity of a team to happen,' 
Brugler said.  "But I think they've 
achieved  fluidity now." 





the second half of the season 
by trouncing Fresno State.  
which  had beaten the Spartans in the season opener. 
"The
 team now looks to me like
 they are trying harder 






win,"  Brugler said. 








affecting us during 





things," Ward said. 
"Rather than 




 the court, they are now acting like a team." 
"We also had some mental problenis




"Everyone felt that since 
we
 were seventh in the 
nation last year, the other teams would just roll over for 




 they have to 
work for every
 
point  out there 
in order to 





Brugler believes the team is now experiencing 
a new 
mental 
agressiveness  that wasn't evident before. 
"All I hear from the girls now is how much they want 
to beat UOP,  that they will beat them," she said. 
The Spartans will get their chance to beat UOP on 
Nov. 13 when the Tigers come to Spartan Gymnasium for 
their last match with
 SJSU during the regular season. 
"We are definitely 
not  out of the picture yet," 
Brugler  
said. "The 
way  the kids are playing 
now,  it looks to me 
like we will be 










Three Hour Photography Class ...... 
Free Camer Check-up 
Photo 
Fintshtng CINp011 BOO, 
worth  160 
il Off on First Roll of 
Denevi  Processing 
30 Day Denim Lschange Privilege 





Processing or you don't have to accept 
them Love 'em or Leave 'em 
Manufacturers 
Warranty  
Off on First Roll of Movie 
Processing  
Vacation Film Package 
10% OR Genuine 
Kodak  Processing 
Free I dm 
Protection  Bag 
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Laura  Wesker 
Monday
 morning it 
looked like SJSU 
sophomore Jan 
Lopez would
 have to quit 
school  in the spring 
because she 
could 
not afford to pay 
out-of-state tuition
 for the fourth 
semester 
in a row. 
However, 
by




 would she not 
have to pay the 




would also be 
refunded
 the tuition 










apparent  lack 
of
 clear 
communication  with 
the Ad-




 Office told 
Jan last summer 
that even 
though
 she had lived
 in California 
for more than
 a year, 
the length
 of time 
required  to 
become




had not taken 
the  required 
steps








 to vote, or 
opening a bank 
account. 
Lopez
 said she did not know these steps were required 
to gain residency arid since she felt no need to do any of 
these 
requirements  during the year, SJSU's refusal to 
grant her residency
 was unfair. 
Lopez moved to San 
Jose in August 1978 following her 
parents who moved here
 in March 1978. She paid tuition 
all of last school year and in 
July
 applied for residency. 
An Admissions Office employee 
told Lopez that her 
chances of obtaining residency didn't 
look
 good because of 
her failure to take the required steps. 
The office informed Lopez that 
since she was not a 
minor any
 longer she could not acquire residency
 through 
her parents. Lopez
 turned 18 in July 1978. 
"They said that I couldn't 
claim  anything from my 
parents even 
though they had been 
residents  of California 
when I was 




Lopez, she and her 
mother  made several 
phone calls to 
the  Admission's Office






 said it looks 
really
 bad and all you 
can do 
is appeal
 to the state," Lopez said. 
On August 28,
 Lopez sent a 
letter
 of appeal to the
 
Office of General 
Counsel  in Long Beach. 
Lopez said she 
received  a reply on 
Sept.  18 stating that 
she 
would  receive a 
rpompt
 reply concerning
 the matter 
from SJSU. 
"We
 just waited 
figuring we 
would  receive a 
prompt  
reply, but
 that was a month 
and  a half ago," Lopez
 said. 
After 
talking  with the 




predicament  again 
to Amber 
Brazil, SJSU 
residence  officer. 
That 
afternoon,  Brazil called
 Lopez's mother 
with the 
news that the 
Office of 
General
 Counsel had 
granted the 
appeal. 
The counsel said 
that since Lopez's
 parents had 
become rer.idents 
of
 California while she 
was still a minor, 
it entitled her
 to residency. 
This contradicted 
what
 Lopez had learned 
from an 
employee in the 
Admission's  Office in July. 
Brazil said 
that
 some of the 
misunderstanding  
stenuned from the application for residency It was not 
clear on 
the form that Lopez's parents were residents of 
the state while 
she was still a minor 
"It is a very rare case when her parents moved to 
California and she stayed in 
Illinois  to finish high school," 
Brazil said.
 
According to Brazil, since 1,opez turned 18 during the 




"It is such an unusual situation that we would not 
think of it automatically," Brazil added. 
Brazil said Lopez will receive a 
refund
 of the tuition 
she payed 
this
 semester in late November. 
"I feel pretty damned relieved," Lopez said "I can 
now afford school  next semester " 
Correction
 
The Daily reported 
Monday that the city of San 
Jose could 
face penalties of 
$35,000
 for the recent 
sewer  
spill into San
 Francisco Bay. The 




WANTED  Baseball cards. 




sports memorabilra QUICK 
CASH See Dr 
Lap... Bus 
Tower 




 is invoted 
to the 
SJSU Folk dance 
Club for 
Balkan
 Israel. font dancing 
Teachtnq from 1 30 
to 9 00 
followed by request danCIng 
Horn 
9 00 to midnognt Friday
 
evenings 
.n WO 101 
MOVING and haultnq 
I have 
small  covered truck and will 
do
 
all sorts ol lobs 
Call  ROY at 398 
6917
 
STUDENT dental plan Take 
care of your 
mouth  enroll 







GAL LE T 









 of Ballet Arts Call
 186 
6118 or 998 
24,6 
YOGA  medotatoon




directed toward relaxong our 
body 
and mind We will 
use  our 
breath as a 
tool  
to rest our 
monds ernOtiOn, 
and tensions 
















A place to relax 
meet other 
students share  your 
poetry, 
musical talents or 
Ideas Free 
coffee and lemonade Close to 
dorms at 435 5 10th Parking at 











and Sat and 
Sun no 
em
 We lake 
newspaper Cardboard glass. 
aluminum
 cans fin and bornetal 






















volunteers  welcome 
GIVE
 the 
got,  only you can glue 
to 
someone










GSA Gay Student Union 
is a 
suppor love organiralton  for 
lesbians and gay men to 
socialoze and eapress their 




 on the 
S U 




Please  come and share Our 
schedule for 
October





Ordinance  David 
Stewart Human 
Relations  
Corrornossioner and Chros Nunez.
 
10 II 
Monoature  golf Meet
 at 
Guadalupe Room 10 17 
Lesbian  Caucus Women s  
Center 7 30 p 





Speaker meeiong Woggsy 
Sovertsen  
SJSU COUNSELING SER 
VICES Available to all 
students  
who 
would like help with 
vocatoonal
 personal or 
acadenoor 
concerns  Come see 




Adrnono ,,,,, Ion Building 7th 




 CARPET Realtors os of 
ferong a career on Real 
Estate
 on 
both remdentoal and commercoal 
divisions We woll be on 
terviewong on campus 
Ft,dav.  
Nov 











Placement  olloce 
Bldg 0 Room 3 

































 a 1.400 
allowance 
and serve a 
45
 day 

















 in an 
approved  
school on one 








level).  and 













 14151 771 7435 
Call collect
 




 reports term 
papers 
also 
1 octoon con 
sultation Call Dave 
at
 241 0211 
eye, 
INTERESTED






SJSU Sierra Club on Tees 
noghts








Here's what's planned 
so tar. Oct 17. 




backpacking  to 
Eagle Lake on Tahoe 
Join the 
tun, Any 










 STILL OPEN,. Only 10 
spaces left 




 round trip bus 
and parties
 only 5286 Call Steve
 









 Wed . Oct 31. from 
8 .2 




















































Party  298 
1386
 or 761 1,56 
CASH FOR 
YOUR  COINS. any 
coins up to 
1960 I woll pay 
SO 
the.r value  









Luncheon  Compare 
Prot,.
 Sandwoches





MARXISM  Its Relevance 
to 
Our Time
 A four sess.On 
cOs.  'te 
by 
Or
 Herbert Aptheker Star., 






A GENTLE FRIDAY 
EVENING
 000n Rot and triends 
lor 
massage  and hot tub on 181 
and 3rd Fridays  A safe 
place 
Mese candlelit evening, 
ol 
music and 
valley  voews 
are  a 
deltghtful 
almost  nonverbal 
way 10 unwtnd Lornrted to the 
forst six men 
and so0  women who 
call to reserve 356
 0086 after 5 
Automotive
 
74 MUSTANG If Ghta 
Exc 
cond low. low




Call  1/7 
31/1  
or 377 8712. ask
 for Laura 







moles New hes body
 damaged 




59 99 83 
series  small 
LLiletime
 Guarantee 83 
seroes 
large  






516 99 Esc 








Ave  Camptell 
Call 
378 0690 
10 Opel Good 
condotoon needs 
mono, work Radials 
Holley  
Carb.  4 spd 
211 mpg hwy 
585000 
or best offer 
Call Mike at 196 
7261
 








Call 152 8058 
For Sale 
BE ERMAK ING Now 
0 is 
legal. !Cosi can 
be









weeks New Recipe 
taste,  
fantastic 
Very little actual work 






to do it 
NO ADDITIVES, 
Pure mall 
Costs 1.'7 the 
proce of store 
bought beer
 You 
can vary the 








FOUR DAY STORE 




Good  Pr.,. 
We are 
-sinturnishonq'  apart 
ments close to campus on a 
regular 










nusC Cash and  carry Call 295 
74311  
USED Books
 For Les, Recycle 
Bookstore 98 E 
San Fernando 
on cornet
 ol )rd SI Call 236 
6175 
DEAR Stude 
Is.  faculty and 
employees 
When you need 
onsurance.  osn't ot noce to 
know 
there 




with all your 
insurance 
needs, I would enooy
 
heopong  






















protectoon  and 
prompt 
personal  servrce 
For  





to review your 
onsurance needs 





MI VAT A is Me No 
I selling 
bicycle in Japan 
No I on 
Belgium and




 the Dutch and 






 the only Itne we carry 
Miyata since 1890 Shaw', 
Lightwenoht Cycles, 
131 E 
sNilliarn Call 105 5814 



















hall fare lockets 
for 




186 9634 or 158 2331 
Bob Dylan lockets Nov 3 on SF 
oor 
















NEEDED Two reporters one 
photographer and one 
markelong assostant for Cal Ho 
Sports a new sports 
newspaper
 
coverong Cab, hog.. schools
 





days or weekends on Los Gatos 
tor disabled graduate student 
5 la Call 356 
2716
 .rt a m 






 covertng layers 
plumbong ootectrocal
 or 
carpentry onter000 and 
eateroor  
painting lane or all of the 
abovel Work part time to 10 
your 
school  hours Call 288 
6647  





 needed to 
live on 
studio apartment and 
help vvith the 
management  







sable TV Unit, are 2 miles 
Iron,  
campus, an 




 BMA 1040 N 4th SI 
Wed !hrs. Sat 0108 
MATURE 











 985 9204 
TEACHERS
 Needed III as soon 
as 
possoble
 0 each Englosh  






















month  Prefer 
married couples both able to 







Bldg IF I I 1 
Uornach,
 
Kokurakita Ku K 
Oak  rush°. 
Fukuoka Japan 
NEEDED Mature female 
models Sem, 
nude  nude SIO 
Pr hr 
Please  contact Kim at 
Art
 West Stud., P0 Bo 1939 
Los Gatos CA 99030 or call 174 
ALL AMERICAN 
COPY  INC 
No exp required Part or lull 
lime 407


















etc  All fields 
5500 51.700 monthly E ripens. 
paid 
Sightseeing
 For free onto. 
write
 IJC. Box 17 521, Corona Del 
Mar 
CA 91425 
JOBS ON SHIPS. Arnerocan. 
foreogn
 No elm,







lob or career Send 5310, into to 


















people  who want to 
earn 5100 to 
5400  per week  
work
 mg only 




students  Won't 
.nterfere  with 
classes 
Previous  
U les experience 
helpful but not 








 4 30 to 
7 
30
 weekdays. Saturday 10 to 1 
5175 per sale Average person 
gets














leading Insulation company 
Call 14151
 595 3994 
THE Peninsula French Amer. 
can school In Palo Alto needs 
People omen 
preferred/  to teach 
the 1 B s on Englosh. I hour a 
day 1415/ 854 6856. evening,
 












0 days IF Fo between I and 7 
em 
Must be excellent reader 
Will train f 3 3S hr Call Mrs 














sensory stimulation behavior 





$0 .6 per he 









 benefits Call 144 
5575  
ATTN OT 
T R.SW  Work I 
I 




personal  care  
meals. 
light housekeeping Most have 
car Start
 $300 to $385 
per  hr 







other benefit Cab 744 
5515 
MONEY Pelotton Walkers 
needed Set your own hour, and 




WRITERS WANTED Jour 
',Horn
 student to help ghost 










CEO. 1444 Moorpark 
014  San 
Jose 95178 
TYPIST 
for law firm 
Full pf 
tome





 tor info 
ATTENTION 


















tor  com 
mismon plus 
tree  skiing To 
qualify
 























CARE  lot man 
Pall 
lome 1010 noon 54
 hr
 
Call  791 
0469 from I 




























REFERRALS  to 
CR 
UISEWOR
 L D 
Box  60119 
SW° 
CA







 some retaol 
sales
 Call 1/0 1313 
WANTED leeengthy 
tvPin9  
lob long deadline book of 
equivalent Wounded 
"Bird.  
Bum Wing Expert typist. ex 
cellent machine 
NEEDED Ntorsong and clerical 
personnel Flexible hours. good 
Pay
 
Aides  orderlies 45 75/hr 
LVN 5 S7 hr RN s 
SI 50 hr 
Clerical personnel 
var ...us wages Call New 
Moreton,
 al 244 5552 
RED Carpeo Ouirnby Square 
Realty offerong a career on 
Real Estate .0 both our coma 
mercial and residential 














 in your 
area helping elderly and 
doubled Work around your 
classes No experience 
necessary Rekedy
 





time and parl tome drovers 
needed. 75 years 
ol
 age or older 
with good driv.ng record Male 







HELP wanted lor beaultful 
Englosh
 Tudor house IS 10 hrs 
work per week 
on
 eachange for 
room and  board 
Attractive
 
comfortable studoo style room 
with bathroom 
and own en 
trance Desorable residenhal 
area
 
S blocks Horn 
5.1511  Start 
II i 














Ilth and San Carlos 
belore  p rn 









 tramees and counter 
people We need full and 
part  
lime people for 
all  shills Call 
/55 Sr., 




or to p m 
695N 
Sth  St 
Housing 
ROOM  for 
rent  .n a 
family  
home 






















Dairy  used, 


























197  1511 or 190 6359 day 
or 





















alter  4 p 
WOULD 
loke  to fond a temale 
companoon
 to lire 










because  I have 





































m Fell off 































4 Ivies  
2130 



























*vol A  now", 





































glasses Pink frames Fro 
10 ie 







Madelone at 779 91/9 
or Lost and 
Found  Old Ca.eterm
 
FOUND
 Men s ring on Old 











Seeks woman for meaningful 






F AY Call /316 
7511 Mon and 
Wed 
I AM interested on Mar,...) 
Araboc 
language  and culture 
Call










335 5 Baywood 
Ave 
San Jose Call
 241 P4116 
CONGRATULATIONS to the 
fall .79 
pledge class of Sogrna 
Alpha Mu 
Lots
 of luck and love. 








day in Horn Thanks so much. 
Love Dimes
 
HAPPY Slot Inday Rod 
I sweetheart o Good luck torn 
morrow.
 Love Brenda 
WOMEN s Medocal Center
 ol 















 Pledge Daughter 
Pat 
HE RSHE



















all  other fun and 
chary 
People.  
IEEE Happy thord an 
noversary may we have many 
more I 
love
 va Sac 
ALLEN
 ALUMNI 



























penses to Mochogan Moddle of 
November Call 946 3533 after 
O 30 Female preferred 
THE
 Spartan Datly
 stall woshes 
evervOne




PROFESSIONAL  Typonq All 













over 18 and loving together 















US Pats by Stanford
 
no 
sec ,,,,, y. on my 5 J home
 Carl 
Pat al 497 
3311




LOOK INC for a Wedding 
Photographer,
 Images by 
John 













448  2388 
LIVE with 
a family in England 
lot $9001





sthand For ontormatoon 
send 
solo




Denver CO 80377 Deadline
 Jan 
31 1990 




 CO 80465 
EXPERIENCE  Try gettrrig a 
Mb
 000001 
it, SCALE offers one 
to three urnts
 rob experience 
and valuable 
contact,  Explore 
yOur career aspirations and gaon 
communoty awareness In 
ternshops
 avaolable in 52 degree 
areas Regoster now 










 Call III 
2187
 







dosserlatoons letters le< hnocal 
typong etc Famoliaroly 
with  all 
torrnals 10 years 
experience  
Quality work Blossom Hill 
Area 
Call Kathie at 578 016 




typrst Fast ac 
curate 




TYPING Theses terrn 
papes 
etc E xper.enced 
and
 fast 
Reasonable  Rates Call 169 8674 
BERKELEY














or drop by 117 E 
San Salvador 
St 












51 pg IBM 





 Call V 
Norros at/77 1015 
GOOD 
typos,  Close to campus 
Manuscripts thesis etc Call 




ha,, removed by 
regostered electrologost at /06 N 
Bascom 18 years 
eye, 000nco 
Call




prootreading  of term papers 
etc 
Fast
 Service 51 pq Sheila 
at 179 91/9 
PROFESSIONAL  Typist E. 
peroenced Deadlones guaran 

























 I eltred Certilte0  Near 
campus 






Exper tented .n 
Master,  reports 
and 
dIssertations
 Approved by 
San 



























AUDIO  EN 














































with  full 


















































 M W. 






















7 days a week I We represent all 
charter Operators
 includong 














 New Zealand 
Austria
 Jet flight, 
anywhere  
Travel  services and closeout,' 
fares
 International Student 
Identity 
Card ossuance 





 hostel cards 












Backpacks Hard to fond travel 
books
 Voltage converters 
Camping 
lours  Club Med 











Sun  . 
175












now  accepting 
lokes short, 
long, dull,
 crude or 
whatever  





 by the Spartan








 in the 
Spartan Dally  JOKE
 ' sectron 
The wormer





a pr.. at 
the Spartan












put  .1 .n 
the 


































 30 lot 7115,111,1.q,, ., 
Pont 
natne    
Phone
 
Address   
City  
Enclosed  as 
S   
Fan
   
Days   
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN
 

































































The  course is 



























p.m  in 
FIB 




































 the SJSU 
campus 
needs about 25 
more in-
structors.  
"We set the 
program  up last 
year 
for basic CPR





expanding it for teachers," he said.
 
We need all the instructors we can 
get." 
The class is aimed at providing 
instructors for 
professionals  who 
must take refresher courses every 
two years, as well as for individuals 
taking




 the importance of 
knowing CPR, indicating
 people in 
emergency situations 
often die of 
heart failure before paramedics can 
reach them. 
Wallick mentioned  a program 
carried out in Seattle which trained 
one out of every six people in the 
community  in CPR. 
The project, funded by money 
from the Department of Health, 
Education and 
Welfare, was 
designed to ensure that someone 
with CPR training would be present 
to administer aid in an emergency. 
The 





cut in Seattle's 
annual death rate, 
Wallick
 said. 
"I've  used it 
over
 100 times 
myself,"  said Wallick, 







 the class 
may  pre
-register
 in FIB 















offering  regular 
CPR  training 
in November.
 
Both  afternoon and evening 
classes 
will be offered Mondays, 
Wednesdays and
 Fridays, Nov. 5-12. 








































 is coming 
to 
SJSU





by Health Educator Oscar 
Battle,  the smokeout will 
take place on Nos 
15
 
A nation -4 ide cam-





 office in 
San Francisco 
four  years 
ago. the smokeout
 is to 
help  
smokers  quit the 
habit for 
at least 24 hours 
"It'll be happening 
everywhere across the 
United
 States. ' said Patty 
Low, SJSU 
project coor-
dinator for the smokeout 
The idea went national 
three years ago after a 




 set up 
near the Student Union 
beginning Nov 1. where 
smokers can sign a pledge 
promising not to smoke for 
at least 
24

































































































tables by the 




 of the 
Health 
Center  to 
sign


























































































the first step 















"Kiss me. I 
don't  smoke." 






























Tuesday, Nov. 6, 7:00 p.m. 
Open Division 




Elimination  or Round Robin 
in 
best




















(Feb. 15-17 at 


































SOMETIMES  I 
FEEL
 
THAT THERE JUST 
ISN'T ANY 
JUSTICE  a 
IN 






by Christine Merck 
'intercultural Steering Com-
mittee 
members met Monday to 
insure that the confusing 
registration period foreign students 
had to face this semester will not 
happen again. 
"In fall 
there were some major 
messes that weren't the fault of 
ICSC of international student ad-
visers," 
said
 ICSC Faculty Adviser 
Ruth Roche. 
"They were university errors," 
she said. 
Foreign students





sources,  Roche said. 
Some students were asked to be 
in four 
different places at the same 
time on Aug. 27, their first




 arose when foreign 
transfer  students were sent 
the  
"New
 Student Advising and Walk -
Through Registration" 
pamphlet 










 and transfer 
students
 
attend an Aug. 27 9:30 a.m.
 general 

















students to go there,"
 Roche said. 
-We 




















most  foreign 
students 
































































and unemployment will run from
 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
today  in the S.U. 
Umunhum
 Room. 
People from labor, 
business and 
other sectors of the community, as 
well as SJSU faculty, 
have  been 
invited to attend. The 
gathering  is 
sponsored 
by
 Students for 
Sym-
posiums 







is holding an 
open hearing today
 at 1:30 in Engineering




























































Anyone on campus 
should  feel 
free  to drop in and 
participate  or just 
listen any time 
during
 the four-hour 




 and faculty 
adviser for the 
sponsoring  group. 
"The
 idea is not to get 
a group of 
people to 
come
 and be experts for 






































































































NOT  READ THIS 
IF
 YOU 
DON'T  LIKE 
Preposterous Comedy' Memorable Music Of The 50's &  60's' Colossal Drinks 
Exceptional Food - Casual & Friendly Atmosphere 
Games
 of Skill (Darts. Pool. Pinball, Fooseball) 
& An All Around
 










1   Pat 
Ireland
 






















Schooner  OF BUD  
40( 
7 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. 
Happy  
Hour  
4-7 Daily
 
Don't  
Forget
 We 
Have  
GREAT  
FOOD
 
for 
Lunch  
& 
Dinner
 
Oct.  
Wed.,  
31 
. 
HALLOWEEN
 
PARTY. 
Laugh 
Your
 
(Cash
 
Prizes
 
for 
Costumes)
 
Ass 
Off 
The
 
Factory
 
93 
S. Central, 
Campbell 
374-2733  
